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ABSTRACT
,

Irving Rosow presents his social integration theory of aging in Sociol
Integration of the Aged and other scholarly papers written later:, Accordingto Rosow the elderly are integrated-into

society through: social values,
gfprmaland'informal group memberships, and social roles. The most viable
opportunities for.integYation of oldec,people are among age peers.-

, Age-segregated communities "vide moeb opportunities for making.friends,among age Aers and.lhe develbpment,of
mNre age-appropriate norms,,roles,..groups, and activities. Continuing the work of Rosow (1967) Bultena and

Wood (1969) Sherman, et. al. (1968) ahd others the-present study (funded by
- *We National' Institute of Mental Health) examines'the.nature and extent of

social integration in three age-segregated communities: a mobile homecommunity in Florida,'a condominium in Florida, and a community of'detachedunits in Arizona. Afte'r an intensiv&site
selection process, three siteswere chosen; and community studies

were conducted at each. In-depthinterviews with residents and staff, participant observation, -and documentcollecti6n at each site provides the rich data base from Which to assess the
importance of'formal and informal social structures to social integration.
Destripttve case studies reveal 'intrinsic and extrinsic factors which play arole in the development of social integration of residents of age-segregated
communities. Although the communities Studied differ on several dimensions,certain structures are important at each site; however, the .Ratuee of'these
general structures differ in each community. The role of socfal Iiiiaes in'integrating residents at each site is also explored in the paper.



Social Integration rn Planned Retirement Communities1

,

\
INTRODUCTION

Although the migration west of early American pioneers ended

several )(ears ago, today's old people are just beginning.ttieir move westz).

to settle the new. frontiero And'as Fontana (1977) noted in his work

titled, The Last Frontier: The Social Meaning.of Growing Old, "just as

the -(rontiee testenhe true mettle.ofithe pioneers who dated venture

into the unknown land so the frontier of ald age tests thepeople who

cross it." (p. 182)

Agersegregated retirement communities in California, Arizona, and

other states.represent a "new frontier." Those older individuals who

pull up stakes, leaving faMily and friends to settle these new ,

,

communities represent modern gday settlers farging a new lifestyle.

- Since their: thception in the late 1950's, there has been,phenomenal

growth in the nUmbers of age-segregated retiremenX communities and in

. the number of elderl,Y choos-Kig to move into them. Today tpen4 are

hundreds of such communities, concentrated primarily in the "sunbelt"",

states of Florida, California, and Arizon but also-found in Texas, New

Mexico, North and South Carolina, Hawaii and other states.
,

SinCe their inceptioh age segregated retirement communities have '

been controversgal. Maggie Kuhn has dalled them "Olaypens for the

elderly" and Margaret Mea has referred to them as !golden ghettos."

Lewis Mumford (1956)xone.of,the leading critics of age-segregation, and'

others claim that older people need contact 0.th different age groups to

'remain actively engaged in life. Mumford further condeMns such

1This research was supported by NIMH contract 0278-77-0050.
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communities on the basis that they are merely another way'in which the ,
--s

.

larger society segregates oldsters, Ppushing them aside" andeliminating
, ,

them from the mainstream of society.'

But empirical studies of life in age-segregated communities have .

revealed consistently higher levels -of morale for residents of sUch .

communities (Hoyt, 1954; Sherman,-et. al.., 1968; Bultena an4 MoOd, 1969;

Sequin, 1973; Sheley, 1974),. Similarly, ethnographic,studies of life in .

such communitie5 have rev.ealed that residents share in a mutual 'aid societx,

participate in-a large variety of age-approPrikte sOcial roles, groups,.and

tt 4

activities, and enjoy lose-knit relationships in a,subculture of shared,

,pasts, values, interests, and futur's (Johnson,p71; Swartout,.1965; Ross,

177; Hochsohild, 1973).

SOCIAL INTEGRATION THEW(
,

How do we explain these findings? Drawing upon the classical

theory of Emile Durkhelm, Irvin§-RoSow and others ha,Ve proposed the social

Vtntegration theory of aging to explain why living amOngst;bne!s'age pee;:s in

age-segregated communities contributesoto high moyale of residents.-

Durkheim's primWy oncern demonstrated in ihe DivisiOn of Labbr and Suicide

is with the process of social organization, the waysIn which individuals are

bound together in social.unity and the Ay these'units maintaintheMse1ves

over time. His concern with group cohesion, Social solidarity, and

integration are evident throughout his work. For Durkheim one of the major

elements of integration is the extent to.which various members of'a society*

interact with one another. 'Related to the frequency of patterned interaction

is a measure of value integration, "that is the sharing .by the memberi'of

values-and beliefs."



.

ivhere t high degree of value consensus xists-, there
. r

behavibral deviance than in groups in which consensus 4s

attenuated (Coser,and Rosenberg; 1969:187).
.

A close (examinatioW'of Durkheim's concept of integf'ation reveals that
.

what Pe rf.leard by integration haS something to do with a person's social ties

to the larger group, wth his levb1 of meaningful interaction with other

V .

members of the larger soCial group., with his degree of etial "belongingness."
. .: N..

- , -4

1

As he stated it:
. t

A society, group or sbcial condition is said to be
integrated to the degree that 4s members possess a
'common conscience' of shared beliefs and sentiments,
interact with one another and have a senge of devotion
to common goals. In a conditionlif weak infegi.ation, life derives
no meaning and"purpose from the roup. (Durkheim, 1964, p. 83)

It is clear-. frbm his works that what urkh eim meant by integration referred tt,
0

the ties t4t 'bind Men to various sociat groups.

Durkheim stregsed the importance of shared values and beliefs to social
s

A,

integration in all of hig majeWorks. The mportance of social Control and

Yi sodial order similarly is emphdsized in his works. As Bidwell (19 points/-.
.

out, Durk heimviewed valbesps the basis of social order. One-of t1 major

questions he 'addressed was:. How can valuet serve to integrate complex social

systems? (Bidwell', 1966: 117'). 'Durkheim pointed out that."because of/shlaredt-.

sentiments, men woulq, be loyal.to society, make the common'interests their
le

.1

ova,: and accept as legitimate,the norm of social complementarity" (Bidwell,

1966: 119). .Durkheim viewed intermedia6, sOcial groups, such as. Voluntary.

assoCiation's,'as' the transmitters of sodevaluesand.as vehicles fat

generaliling.Common sentiMpntsand,loyalties. The importance of mediating .

groups is also emphasized in MizruCO's(1964) vivitings.

11,

/



The most elaborate satement of the integration, theqry of dgingjs
,

° 4

stated in the work of Irvihg Rosow. Rosow'Nbasic contentioh is that

.,

elderly individuals' integration into the society as a whole is -

,... ) .%
% N

seriously weakened in several respects: loss of former work role and

economfe,resources accompanying it, loss of spouse and former 'friends

who die, and informal age-grading which places a great diStnce between .

the generations. . The solution for re-integration of the natiqn's.

elderly, in Rosow's opinion, lies in age-segregated communities where

elderly individuals find a ready source of friends,in age peers as wejl

as meaningful leisure roles ahd roles in various organizations. Rosow

popularized thp notion of "concomittant socialization" when.hd indicated.

that the most viable opportUnities for the integratiorr of older people

is through inforMal groups among their age peerS (Rosow, 1967: 35-it.

According to Rosow, tRe integration of individuals into thejr
-11

society results from forces which place.them within the system and govern

their'participation and patterned associatiohs with-Others. This rietwork of:

social bonds has three basic dimensions: social values, group memberships,

and social roles. IR other words, "people are tied into their society

essentially through their beliefs, tIle
1

groups that they belong to and the

positions they occupy or their roles" (Rosow, 1967: 162). In expounding what

he teris the integration model of aging Rosow writes:.

The integtatfon theory of aging follows the general
premises a.nd major findings of our study. People's self tmages and
identific6tion reflect their actual group memberships.
Accordingly, to the extent that integration into groups is,related
to residential concentration, identification will be similarly
correlated with density.

V

+i-
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eresumably, under high density conditions older neighbors are
salient and people are aware of-them. This increases their
interaction and strong group.ties. Density,fosters the by-products
of group life: consciousness of similiarity, embeddedness.in a
bounded system; development.of(speciat group norms; role
specification.anCrestructuring; generation of group supkiorls,
including Wo'rkadO andemergency mutual. aid and reciprocity;
provision of significapt reference figures and viable role models;
stimulation of affiliative sentiments, and so on'.. Thereby,
especialfy for the marginal aged, it creates a type of sheltered
structure which insults them from the effects of their marginality
and the social insults of old age. It provides an alternative

-basis pf social partiCipation in the wake of their lost roles and
waxing external memberships. Such embeddedness ostensibly affects
attitudes and fosters identification with one's peers. (Rosow,
1967:-261)

. . .

It i.s.in his book, The Social Integration of the Aged, that we find .

. ,
. .

Rosow's most elkborate di'scussion of the deciine ofolder people's in-tow-Wons- .
.

irAo theOarger society due to loss of social roles and functions. Most 4-if
notable, Rosow points ut, role loss,leads to roleambiguity in óld.age.'

.. . N.
N .;\

V .

: Raow argues'effectively t at there are no normativeltrescrcptions which

develop about"this new situation of rolessness.' "Role ekpectationt tend to
'\

become open, looseOnd flexibke; there are alMost no prescrt tions about

proper standards and pttle gpnsensus on appropriate or preferr gonduct"

6

(30). rThe ale of the aged in the larger society, according to Ro isoW, s

largely'Undefined; unstructured and bWcally empty. Rosow argues that-the

. most,v)able Opportunities for re-integration of the elderly into the lariek,

4'society is through informal groups and their participation in infofmal gm*,

among their age peers. Ag Rosow (1961) points out:

.:. major social gains may be realized from neW'Npup memberships. The.
concentrations otpeople with common status and problems and with simiTIr
life experience and perspegtives maximizes the opportunity for new "

friendships,je-marriage, and furthermore new groupihiemberships afford.
new identifications and psychological supports as.well as mutual aid.
The rerintegrationtof the older,people into new- groups may facilitate
their transitjon to a new aged role. Age peers provide role models on
which,a person may pattern himself. The older group may also generate'

8
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new age appropriate activities which crystallize new role dimensions. *By

clarifying expectations and'appropriate behavior, especially in dealing
with the leisure of retirement, old people provide each other with new
norTs. In legitimating these4norms,age peers may aid the acceptance of
older Self-conceptions and bedge.this in with supports which are
presently lacking. If the older people,accept their-age peers as a new
reference gtoup, as a standard.tor themselves, then the?)chances of
developing clear, acceptabte new roles may improve.:. (88-90)

RosOw thus emphasized the importance of,role models apd appropriate normative.
1

prescriptipns fon integration of the elderly. His main thesis in his works. is 7)

that age-concentrated environments provide both oT these necessary elements
*

, and thus are the vehicles through which elderly achieve integration into a

social group or 'Social groups.

Several other social theor have,speculated on the advantages of
t

a I
age-segregated communitfes in easin the transition to old age and retirement.

5tit.

As Sequin (1973) conclaed after her stu y of one retirement community: "it

appears that the retirement community, a relatively recent social invention,

can provide the social str cture within which an older person can create

positions, enact role establiqh norms that support socializationqo old
4

---- age" (p. 208). Another student of retirement communities similarly noted that
-t4)

."these communities give residents an opportunity to re-enact preretirement

roles ina play city. They provide a place where one can gain recognition for

leisure activities and status for unique tplents that.would not be valued on

the outside" (Johnson, 1970.p. 144).

- Bultena and Wood (1969) and Ross (1975), after conducting studies in age-

segregated retirement communities, found that the abundance of role models dnd

new roles available to retirees in such places facilitated adult socialization

to,the role of:retiree. Their conclusions are commensurate with the argument

of Eisenstadt (1950 and Messer (1965) that the individual's adaptation to a

new set of role behaviors may ,be eled by his involvement in social systems in.



which many others are undergoing siMilar role 'transitions. Messer further

argues that such co,mmunities provide a normative system that is more

age-approplate. And Arnold Rose (1965)-s8ggests that such communities

facilitate the deve1opirient of an "aged subculture."

RESEARCH SETTAGS

'The present study, conducted in three age-segregated communTes, is a

test of' Rosow!,5 social integration 'theory of aging. The three communiqes

were chosen from aelarge sample of'150 copimunities in California, Arizqa, and

Florida. Based upon informatfon.collected regarding size, year established,

type of dwelling unit, sponsorship, and characteristics of residents the three

communities,were chosen as being thetmost representative of the kfnds of age7

segregated communities our nation's elderly move Ito.

Hidden Valley, a retirement community of approkimately 6000,1 established

. in 1964, is,nestled in the warm Santa Cruz River Valley 25 miles south of

Tucson, Arizona. The community.lies.ifi the heart of the Sonoran-desert

halfway between Tucson and the Mexican-border. Surrounded by the towering

Santa Rita Mountains, the planned coftimunity, with palm-lined streets fronting

fancy homes all done in early Spanish architecture, boasts the, best year round

climate in the nation. Hidden Valley.is a completely §elf-sufficient

'community with a v4rfty of living arrangements ranging fr'Om smallapa'rtments

or.mobile homes Co lar e.ranchettes of one+) five acres, efait churches,

three banks, a six-million dolla shopping centett two large recreation

centers, two golf courses and a large cOuntry club, several swimming pools and

shuffle-board courts scattered throughout. The majority of residents of

Hidden Valley are retired white upper mid6e-class professionals frdm the

Midwest'and'Easte. Approximately 80% are married arid 95% hamjcollege degrees

n -

1 0
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and were engaged in4prof?ssionaj Slobs during gl'of their adult liys, Many

were very mobile geographically and in their careerS. Many had lived in

A *

subtfrbs for a large part of their adult lives: The average retirement'income
k

for most ranged from $10,000 - $12,000.

Ridgeview Mobile Home Gommunity As a County subdivision in Florida,'

.NTOcated 4uste j ght miles.south of Stuart4 Florida on the "Gold Coast" near the
)

famed cities of Hobe Sound and Jupiter. Established fourteen years ago,

Ridgeview"is a fairly mallmobile tome community. Located off of US/Highway

#1 on 200'plus acres of land, Rgeview sits on 6 high ridge.that'slopes down.
4

from a tight 4of 30 feet which, in the Southeast of Florida, is,like the *iss
`

'Alps. Although comprisd of only 720 mobile homes, Ridgeview is the largest

mobile home park on-U. S. Rt. #1 and-one of the few in which residents buy

their Wome and lot. Mobile homes range from very old, very° small models in

, .

the oldest sections,of the park to very new double
,

wides in the newer

sections. There js (3nly.one road in and out of Ridgeview, almost'eliminating

through traiffic. Driving'through the beautiful streets, named after variouz

species of local birds, one is impressed by the quiet, lack of corigestion and

tr
noise, beautiful homes and well kept lawns as well as the outdoor sMells of

4

barbecue grills0 and the late afternoon bikerse There iS a centrally located

recreation facility complete with meetinTroom, classrooms, heatedipool and

, shuffleboard courts which serves as the central mwfng place where residents
s

to
meet to decide,local isues, to Make new friends or socialize with,old ones to

, ,
---r----- .

,./ engage in'the favorite hobbies or leisure activities., The 1,132 residents who
. .

- .

,

livesin ndgeview forth a veey homogenegous, group. They,are all white, nearTY

411 are rried (85%)-and the majority tome from nonprofessional blue-c011ar
, ,--__. .

. ..
(:)tupational.backgrounds'. The residents were,/fdr the most part, factory

.,

workers or employees of large companieS who had spent most of their adult

11
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lives 'in the same dull, routine jobs. Most formerly lived in thinVortheast.

Beforecretisring most had lived in the'siMe home:and coMMunity for 20 or 30

yea'rs. Many reidents held 'fairly conervative views fearing "pig-

government," con4emning 'white trash" and members of other ethnic gnmups.

JamaicaClub, the third.setting stbdied, is a.972z,unit condominium 7

located on-60 acres in Tamarac;,Florida, one of Elorids newest
. A.°

municipafitie5. TamNrac is lotated in Broward County, the fastest growing

a' county in Florida. Jamaica Club is tWo miles we t of *Mori& Turnpikqo.
:

,and the main entrance -is from Commercial BOulevard, a rather deve,loPed strip

4,----

lined with condominiums end shops.- Upon ent*ringJaMaica Club the first'.
. ,

impression is one of having'arrived at a country Oub. A ratheriarge, green

velvety lawn greets the newcomer. The Clubhouse s beautifullY decoratedwith

Ipandeliers and pa4ntings. Cifassrooms, meeting TOWS, a lounge,,an auditorium

seating 750, and a li6rary- are found in the Clubhouse.

Jamaica Club is-a iomplex of 27 three-story buildings wi-lh 36 apartments

in eacOpuilding. In addit4on to the Clubhouse pool, there are three other

pools in the complex for resident use.

Residents of Jamaica Club are a uniqUe group. 99% are Jewish and most

come from the East, many froM NewYork City. Many wereformerly self-employea

businessmen or proftssionals.. Most were 011ege educated and had enjoyed

'ballet! the opera, the theatre, and various other cultural activities foundln

their urban environment.
X

REtEARCH METHODS

The primary meth dology employed in this study was the community study

methodology% Anthropo ogists have eonstantly used the comMunity Study asa.,.
. k,

stand&r.d technqiue of field research. Thee rdearchers have often studied
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primitive tribes or unknown societies, and their woi.k has produced a rich

source of detailed descriptive data on such societies. The focui in the

community.study is always on the,community as the unit of analysis. The

community:study provides a means of studying problems which have a theoretical

focus, indepehdent of the particular community studied (Vidich, et. al.,

1964:58).

. The community study methodology is a field based approach which employs

several methods of data collection including: participant observation,

interviewing, and document collection.

Maurice Stein (1960) in his book on the subject offers the following

definl ion of the community study method:

Community study is a synthesis by the adilhor
of several orders of data about a particular
community arranged according to his sense of sign-
ificant social structures and processes. Community
studies represent ethiJgraphies weaving the
scattered strands of a single community into a
coherent picture. (4)

Over 254110rs ago Arensberg (1954) offered a similar definition in his

classic article, "The Community Study Method." Arensberg refers to the

community study method as a "naturalistic, comparative method which aims at

studying behaviors and attitudes in vivo through observation rather than in

vitro through isolation or abstration in a model through experiment."(p.110)

This approach to studying a human system in its nattlYil Setting has been .

used to.study a little community, relatively isolated, self-sufficient
IP'

economically and emotionally (Redfield, 1960); an entire nonliterate society

compoted of a number of villages, bands, and clans (Malinowshi, 1922) as well

a study of a factory (Gouldner, 1950: 1954), a street corner gang in the
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slums of Boston's East End (Whyte, 1959), a family (Handel, 1969) and a

medium-sized city in the Midwestis(Lynds, 1937), the development of bureaucracy

(Warner, 1941) and a variety of other social processes in various settings.

For a good account of this methodology the reader is referred to ensberg

(1954), Bell and Newby (1973), Nisbet (1953) and,Vidich and Stein (1954).

The researcher or an associate lived in &act' community for approximately

6 weeks, talking to the residents, on-site staff,,and 1 al service providers,

observing in various settings, andecollectingwritten do uments about the

community activities, as well as observing meetings of cl bs organizations,

and the Homeowner's Associations, the local units of self government ign the

communities.

In-depth interviews were conduCted with 40 or 50 residents at each site,

soliciting information regarding their background, reasons fOr coming to the ,

community, kind and level of involvement in formal and informal groups and

activities, satisfactions and dissatisfactions with life in retirement. In

addition, approximately 25 local service providers and on-site staff members
A

were interviewed at each site.

FINDINGS

In-depth case studies of the three;communities revealed that each was a

tightly integrated, close-knit community in which members were in constant

contact, not only geographically, but also in several informal and formal

role relations, groups, and activities. Residents shared in the governance of

their communities, as well as in 61e problems and conflicts of day-to-day life



in close p1sical proximity. In each community various forms of social%

organization and socia'l control, which served to integrate residents, emerged.

Residents identified strongly with their communities in a psychological sense,

claiming life in such places was like living "in one big family." "We are all

in the sameboat here," and "it's, like being on Main Str4et all over again,"

were the kinds of phrases used by residents to describe the quality ofstheir

life in these communities.

Members of each community pared similar values. They valued,health,

aociability, leisure, and being a good'neighbor and good community member.

There was in each community a notable lack of emphasis on values such as work,

success, money, and material possessions, which.are valued in the larger

society.

In Hidden Valley residents eat in one of the six local restaurants, shop

in the local shops,,attend one of the eight churces on'site, and engage in a

variety of classes and activities in the centrally located recreation hall.

They swim together, golf together, and play tennis together in the recreation

facilities.' Each year they plan amd host their County Fair to raise money for

the community. Crafts and foods o all sorts are.proudly sold by residents.

Through the Homeowner's Association, comprised of elected leaders from each

local Property Association, the members govern their daily lives. These

associations represent the social coiritrol agents in Hidden'Valley; and

residents have actually been "evicted" from the community for fallUre to

comply with established group values. Residents in Hidden Valley have found

new roles as community leaders in the recreation association, the Homeowner's
. .

Association, or as instructors in various classes or organizers of the Singles

Club or one of the active State Clubs on site. Many have made friends on the

golf course or in one of the many special interest classes in ceramics,
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painting, desert wildlife or other areas. Some have found friends in the

church or,Stafe Clubs or Singles Club on site.

In Ridgeview members also govern their own lives thhugh their

Homeowner's Association. Their annual Christmas party is the big

community-wide event, bpt residents have also added on to the centrally-

located club house, planted trees tp decrease the noise from the nearby

railroad, and built a swimming pool and planted floWers ai community projects.

Like residents in Hidden Valley, Riageview residents participate in.a

variety of formal and informal activitits together, Bingo and the Saturday

night BYOB parties beihg two of the most popular. They have an active Singles

Group and State Clubt, where residents sharelpot luck suppers, conyersation,

and`fun outings! Elected community leaders find leaderthip ro.es fircommunity"

government gid organizations. Friends are made'in late afternoon r sidents.

bike together or take a diep in their pool or just talk_or Share a barbecue or

lemonade with neighbors.

In Jamaica Club, residents have formed a Management Council which handles

all maintenance, recreation, and governance of,the community through an

elaborate committee system of assigned tasks and duties.

Residents publisbrtheir own newspaper, maintain a well-stocked library,

and keep their condos and pool painted and repaired as a volunteer community

effort. Classes and activities of all sorts engage the residents and provide

a forum for friendship and conversation. The common,bickqvund of being

Jewish is reinforced in Yiddish classes and the synagogue, which all community

-members attend.

Results from the present study of life in three agp-segregated

communities confirm Rosow's theory of social integration. Residents of all

three Communities are integrated through shared common values, group
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involvements, and social roleS perfbrmed. Such communities provide increased

op'portunities for friendship formation and remanriage, as well as offering

residents a variety of age-appropriate roles, groups, acfivities, and norms.

Because communities studied differed on most major variables such as

location, size, resident composition (white collar, blue collar, *Jewish) aad

type of dwelling unit, yet were all highly integrated, we may conclude that

ageper se.formed the basis of integration for Kesidents.

Members from the same cohort share a common past (wars, depression, etc.)

and are at the same stia9e in the life cycle,(retired, children raised and out

on their own, widowhood possibly). Living amongst age peers reinforces the

common set.of values and similor interests shared by thosp.in the same stage

of the life cycle.. Such communities also proviae a ready Made Source of

friends and partners, as well as'many roles, groups, and activiiies_which are

appropriate for older individuals and not necessarily available in the larger

society. Most succinctly stated by Hochschild (1973), who studied life of

widows.in Merril14ourt, (an age-segregated mobile home community) in the

conclusion of her book, Unexpetted Community:

Solidarity can renew the social contact the old have
with life. For,old roles that are gone, new ones are
available. If the worldwatches liem less for being
old, they witch one another more. Lacking responsibilities

at
to the young, the old take on r sponsibilities toward ,
one another. Moreover, in a s ciety that raises
an eyebrow at those who do n act their age, the sub-
culture encourages the old to dance, to sing, to flirt,
and to joke. They talk frankly about death. in a way
less common between the old and young. They show one
another how to be, and trade solutions to problems theY
have not faced before. (141)

4°
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